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中文摘要
以樹為基礎的方法之精神在於學習規則，有很多的機器學習演算法皆以樹為
基礎，一些較複雜的樹學習器可能提供更高準確的預測模型，卻也犧牲了模型的解
釋性。表徵學習的精神在於從表面的資料中萃取抽象的概念，深度神經網路是最熱
門的表徵學習方法，然而，不可究責的表徵學習特性一直以來是深度神經網路的缺
點。在本篇論文中，我們提出了一種方法名為深度規則森林，能夠在層疊結構中藉
由隨機森林學習區域的表徵，學習到的區域表徵能夠搭配其他機器學習演算法，我
們以深度規則森林習得的區域表徵來訓練 CART 決策樹，並發現預測率有時甚至
會高於整體學習的方法。
關鍵字：規則學習、隨機森林、表徵學習、解釋性、深度規則森林
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Abstract
The spirit of tree-based methods is to learn rules. A large number of machine learning
techniques are tree-based. More complicated tree learners may result in higher predictive
models, but may sacrifice for model interpretability. On the other hand, the spirit of
representation learning is to extract abstractive concepts from manifestations of the data.
For instance, Deep Neural networks (DNNs) is the most popular method in representation
learning. However, unaccountable feature representation is the shortcoming of DNNs. In
this paper, we proposed an approach, Deep Rule Forest (DRF), to learn region
representations based on random forest in the deep layer-wise structures. The learned
interpretable rules region representations combine other machine learning algorithms. We
trained CART which learned from DRF region representations, and found that the
prediction accuracies sometime are better than ensemble learning methods.
Keywords: Rule Learning, Random Forest, Representation Learning, Interpretability,
Deep Rule Forest
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1. Introduction
There are a large number of machine learning algorithms nowadays. According to
European Union’s new General Data Protection Regulation in April 2016, a right to
explain the machine learning algorithms became a very important issue (Goodman &
Flaxman, 2016). There is always a tradeoff between the representational capacity (model
complexity) and the interpretability of machine learning algorithms. Although some
meta-learner algorithms, such as ensemble learning, are with relatively higher predictive
power, they are often too complicated to help us make decisions.
In recent decades, tree-based methods are widely used in different fields. Traditional
tree-based methods, such as CART (Breiman, Friedman, Stone, & Olshen, 1984) and
C4.5 (J. Ross Quinlan, 2014), learn rules consisting of IF-THEN statements from the data
and encode these statements into leaf nodes. In other words, every leaf node has its own
rules. With these rules, the leaf node in the decision tree would generalize/split the data
space to the smaller, specific regions. These regions can be considered new data
representations based on learned tree models. In recent years, advanced ensemble treebased methods, such as random forest (Breiman, 2001) and XGBoost (Chen & Guestrin,
2016), have high performance on complex data in terms of predictions, but they are hard
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to extract and explain their own rules for the human decision making. Therefore, these
unaccountable models are also called black box models.
In addition, some researchers have proposed tree-based methods integrated with the
layer-wise representation learning. For example, Forward Thinking: Building Deep
Random Forest (FTDRF) (Miller, Hettinger, Humpherys, Jarvis, & Kartchner, 2017) and
Deep Forest (Zhou & Feng, 2017), have been proposed to stack multiple random forests
in layer-wise structures. In these algorithms, random forest in every layer would generate
the predicted probability matrix as the new input datasets, and deliver them to the next
connected layer. However, because of the prediction probability representations, these
algorithms are unable to provide the comprehensible information to help human in
decision making.
Because of the layer-wise structure, FTDRF and Deep Forest have better predictive
performance than other single-layer structure algorithms like random forest. According
to the field of representation learning (Bengio, Courville, & Vincent, 2012), distributed
representations combined in the deep layer-wise structure may have higher model
capacity to allocate more information in the data space. As a result, it is one of the reasons
that DNNs often outperform traditional neural networks. In this paper, we consider
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similar deep model architecture and propose tree-based deep models—Deep Rule Forest
(DRF). DRF learns region representations in random forest and stacks these region
representations in the layer-wise fashion. With delivering these region representations,
DRF can always backtrack complex representations to original variable format. In other
words, for every decision-making by DRF, human can get readable rules by backtracking
these representations. With different layer’s representations, DRF provides an even more
flexible way to adjust complexity of these rules. Therefore, DRF becomes an accountable
representation learning method.

2. Background Review
2.1. Tree-based methods
Tree-based methods are widely-used learning algorithms in many areas. They can
learn nested IF-THEN statements from data; that is to say, the spirit of tree-based methods
is to learn rules. In recent years, there are more complicated tree-based ensemble learning
algorithms such as XGBoost (Chen & Guestrin, 2016), random forest (Breiman, 2001).
These ensemble algorithms provide the capability to combine trees into a forest. They
become efficient rule learners but these rules may be conflicting or overlapping and thus
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hard to be interpreted by humans. Such meta-learners are often called black-box models.
On the other hand, the decision tree is a traditional tree-based method. It is top-down
induction in the tree structure. In this structure, every interior node would split the subset
into several smaller subsets by choosing one of predictors as the cut-point. Different tree
methods use individual greedy approaches to select better split points. For instance, ID3
(J. R. Quinlan, 1986) uses Shannon's Entropy, C4.5 (J. Ross Quinlan, 2014) uses
information gain, and CART (Breiman et al., 1984) (which is shown in Algorithm 1) uses
Gini Diversity Index. In these decision trees, each leaf node summarizes the target
variable in the subset. If the target variable is categorical, the classification tree calculates
the majority of target variable as the prediction of a leaf node. If the target variable is
continuous, the regression tree calculates the average of target variable.
In the decision tree, paths from root to each leaf node contain rules—the description
of aforementioned data regions. In other words, a region with the rules represents the
partial data space. Figure 1 shows a toy example of training a decision tree with iris
dataset from the UCI repository (Lichman, 2013). For simplicity, we manually selected
two out of four predictors, 𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑙. 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ and 𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑙. 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ; hence, it’s much easier to
demonstrate regions of the data space into the two-dimension figure. As shown in the left
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of Figure 1, the decision tree is presented in the tree structure. Each leaf node represents
a data region, and each region has its own IF-THEN rules. For example, 𝑅2 is the second
region in this tree, and its rule is

𝑆𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑙. 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ≥ 4.5 & 𝑆𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑙. 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ <

6.85 & 𝑆𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑙. 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ≥ 3.25. 𝑅2 region majorly predicts class 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑠𝑎. The right of
Figure 1 presents regions of the decision tree in two-dimension, and the decision tree
splits the iris data space into six regions from 𝑅1 to 𝑅6. Colored regions indicate the
predicted classes of the target variables. Shapes of the data point are the actual classes of
the target variables.

Figure 1: Classification tree and data regions learned from IRIS dataset with
Sepal.Length and Sepal.Width.
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Algorithm 1: Classification and Regression Tree.
𝑪𝑨𝑹𝑻(𝒅𝒂𝒕𝒂, 𝐦𝐢𝐧_𝒃𝒖𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕, 𝐦𝐚𝐱_𝒅𝒆𝒑𝒕𝒉)

1 | Create an empty node 𝑵
2 | 𝒊𝒇 all samples are the same class 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏
3 | | return 𝑵 as a leaf
4 | 𝒊𝒇 current depth > 𝐦𝐚𝐱_𝒅𝒆𝒑𝒕𝒉 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏
5 | | return 𝑵 as a leaf
6 | 𝒊𝒇 the number of samples depth ≤ 𝒎𝒊𝒏_𝒃𝒖𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏
7 | | return 𝑵 as a leaf
8 | Select a split point 𝑺𝑷 from predictors 𝑿 which minimize Gini Diversity Index
9 | Split 𝒅𝒂𝒕𝒂 into two new sub-data by a 𝑺𝑷, denoted by D1, D2
10 | 𝑪𝑨𝑹𝑻(𝑫𝟏, 𝒎𝒊𝒏_𝒃𝒖𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕, 𝒎𝒂𝒙_𝒅𝒆𝒑𝒕𝒉)
11 | 𝑪𝑨𝑹𝑻(𝑫𝟐, 𝒎𝒊𝒏_𝒃𝒖𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕, 𝒎𝒂𝒙_𝒅𝒆𝒑𝒕𝒉)
12 | 𝒓𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏 𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒆

In rule-based learning algorithms, the conjunctive clause (AND-rule) and the
disjunctive clause (OR-rule) are often one-level rule (Fürnkranz, Gamberger, & Lavrač,
2012), (Su, Wei, Varshney, & Malioutov, 2016). As far as we know, the region in the
decision tree consists of a series of split points. Depending on the type of selected variable,
which is a continuous variable (CV) or a discrete variable (DV), a split point is classified
into two main categories. First, the continuous split point is denoted by 𝑆𝑃i = (𝐶𝑉 >
𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡) or 𝑆𝑃i = (𝐶𝑉 ≤ 𝑐𝑢𝑡); Second, the discrete split point is denoted by 𝑆𝑃i =
(𝐷𝑉 𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑠), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑠 ⊂ 𝑆𝑒𝑡(𝐷𝑉), which is equal to 𝑆𝑃i = (𝐷𝑉 = 𝑓𝑠[1] 𝑂𝑅 𝐷𝑉 =
𝑓𝑠[2] … 𝑂𝑅 𝐷𝑉 = 𝑓𝑠[𝑗]), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑗 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑠. In other words, the discrete
6

split point consists of the disjunctive clause. The region, 𝑅i , in the decision tree consists
of the conjunctive clause, e.g., 𝑅i = (𝑆𝑃z & 𝑆𝑃{ & 𝑆𝑃| ).
There are some advantages of the decision tree. First, it can handle
predictors/features with different scales. Second, it is comprehensible and interpretable;
moreover, it is easy to understand how a model arrive at a decision. However, the
disadvantage of decision trees is unstable when trained in different subsets of the same
data or phenomenon. To increase stability of the decision tree, researchers combined
diverse trees into a forest by ensemble learning (Dietterich, 2002). Tree-based ensemble
methods such as bagging (Breiman, 1996), random forest (Breiman, 2001) and boosting
(Freund, Schapire, & Abe, 1999; Schapire, 2013) are proposed recently.
Random forest, shown in Algorithm 2, is one of the ensemble tree-based methods.
In order to increase stability, it averages diverse decision trees. As for the increase of
diversity (Dietterich, 2002), trees in a random forest are added with two random factors.
First, every decision tree in the random forest is trained with the bootstrapped data.
Second, each splitting point in the decision tree chooses best cut-point with sampled
predictors/features. By default, when the target variable is continuous, it would sample
𝑝/3 predictors as candidates, where 𝑝 is the number of predictors; when the target
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variable is discrete, it would sample ~𝑝 predictors as candidates. Therefore, we can
control candidates by setting the parameter. There are other parameters in random forest,
and we will have the discussion in section 3.2. With the diversity property of random
forest, it can learn from different aspects of the data. In random forest, the property of
feature diversity made its regions much more complex. It is complex enough to explain
our raw data better than any single decision tree does.

Algorithm 2: Random Forest.

1 Select the number of trees in the forest to build, denoted by 𝒎.
2 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒊 = 𝟏 𝒕𝒐 𝒎 𝒅𝒐
3 | Construct bootstrapped subsamples from the original data
4 | Learn a decision tree based on the subsample
5 | 𝒇𝒐𝒓 each split 𝒅𝒐
6 |

| select 𝒌 ( 𝒌 = √𝑷 or

𝑷
𝟑

, 𝑷 is the number of predictors) of the original

predictors randomly

7 | | use the best predictor among 𝒌 predictors to split the data
8 | 𝒆𝒏𝒅
9 | Using the stopping criteria of decision tree model to determine that whether the
learning of the tree should complete

10 𝒆𝒏𝒅
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2.2. Representation learning
It’s crucial that machine learning methods choose good representations of data.
According to Bengio Yoshua, “Good representations are often capture the posterior
distribution of underlying explanatory factor for observed data.”(Bengio et al., 2012)
With these representations, machine learning methods can learn signals instead of noises
from data. In the typical machine learning tasks, people tend to obtain good
representations with manual feature engineering. The feature engineering is usually based
on human prior knowledge. Namely, domain experts use features in data to create new
features based on their domain knowledge. These generated features allow machine
learning algorithms to perform better. Unfortunately, when there are a large number of
features, feature engineering becomes very laborious for humans. For example, although
humans are domain experts about text generation or object recognition, it’s still difficult
for us to create new features in these tasks. In order to make machine learning more
flexible rather than bound with human’s prior knowledge, we need to lower the
dependence of the feature engineering.
In order to reduce bias, lowering the dependency of human intervention is important
when we built new algorithms. Therefore, we believe that the representation/feature
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learning (Bengio et al., 2012) is introduced to solve this problem. The representation
learning is to learn from basic manifestations of features and obtain higher-level abstract
concepts from data. It avoids extracting features manually and allows machine learning
algorithms to use these representations to improve themselves. As a result, the
representation learning makes machine learning algorithms learn how to learn. With the
representation learning, we can use these new concepts, which are more abstract in higher
level than original features, to train machine learning models more efficiently.
In the representation learning, we can classify the methods into two main categories:
supervised representation learning and unsupervised representation learning. Supervised
representation learning is to learn representations from labeled data, e.g., artificial neural
network and multilayer perceptron; on the other hand, unsupervised representation
learning is to learn representations from unlabeled data, e.g., principal component
analysis (PCA) (Wold, Esbensen, & Geladi, 1987), non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF) (Lee & Seung, 1999), independent component analysis (ICA) (Hyvärinen,
Karhunen, & Oja, 2004), autoencoder, deep belief nets (Hinton, Osindero, & Teh, 2006).
Furthermore, there are connected neurons on the left-hand side of Figure 2. The
formation of representation depends on the learning algorithm. DNNs transform features
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into representations in the weight formation. The representations can also consist of
multiple nonlinear transformations. In the decision tree, representations are transformed
into regions as discussed in section 2.1. In the random forest, there are more complex and
diverse data representations due to its randomly sampling features and observations.
Furthermore, we know that the region can provide us with rules. If we use the random
forest to transform features into regions, we have these explainable representations.
Different from some shallow representation learning algorithms such as PCA, ICA
and NMF, deep layer-wise architectures, e.g., deep neural networks (DNNs), re-use fewer
distributed representations which combine and merge features into more complex
representations of the data (Bengio, 2009). Because of the combination of distributed
representations, the deep layer-wise structure models have higher model capacity to
allocate information in data. It becomes more efficient to train the model. That is one of
the reasons that DNNs have better predicted performance in complex data now.

2.3. Forward thinking
In recent years, DNNs (LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015) have made contributions
in several areas of supervised learning, most notable in image, speech, and natural
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language recognition problems. To retrieve information from these complicated data,
DNNs use multiple layers of neurons to form deep model architecture. In addition,
because DNNs train via backpropagation, they need considerable computation resources.
Although DNNs have significant performance in some areas, in which they are even
better than humans (Bolton et al., 2017; Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & Hinton, 2012), it still
suffers from two problems. First, DNNs require significant computation to train multiple
layers of nonlinear activation functions via backpropagation. Second, they require both
large amount of training data and careful use of regularization to generalize effectively
and avoid overfitting.
By stacking layers of weak learners (neurons), DNNs can capture the relationship
among each layer, and learn representations from original data. Accordingly, neurons in
DNNs may be replaced with other classifiers (Miller et al., 2017; Zhou & Feng, 2017).
In FTDRF, it works through combining multiple random forests and then stacking them
as networks in the layer-wise structure, with neurons composed of individual decision
trees.
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Figure 2: Replacing Artificial Neurons in DNN with tree classifiers.

Compared to DNNs, FTDRF has the advantage of quick forward training layer by
layer, instead of paying the high computational cost on the backpropagation. However,
the FTDRF algorithm takes the prediction probability matrix which is generated from
trees in every layer as their representations. These representations make FTDRF unable
to backtrack rules of representations. We proposed our approach named Deep Rule Forest
(DRF), which is able to learn accountable and explainable region representations
containing rules.
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2.4. Explainable AI
In many real-world applications, we want our machine learning models to be not
only accurate, but also interpretable and accountable to the real decision-making.
Unfortunately, many machine learning algorithms are black-box models, which lack of
the interpretability. In some fields, decision-makers seek the machine learning algorithm
which is accountable because they want to discover the reason or even the causality
behind the decision-making. According to European Union’s new General Data
Protection Regulation in April 2016 (Goodman & Flaxman, 2016), the right to explain
the machine learning algorithm became a very important issue. That is, an explainable AI
(Ribeiro, Singh, & Guestrin, 2016) will be the necessity of machine learning. Some
researches proposed methods to explore the interpretability of DNNs (Samek, Wiegand,
& Müller, 2017). However, rule-based methods provide human intuitive readable rules
from models (Lipton, 2016). In this paper, we used a combination of regions in decision
trees to provide the rule and the help on the decision-making.
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2.5. Information processing
Each predictor/feature in data encodes the information in itself as distribution; thus
they are random variables. We discuss some information measures depending on discrete
random variable in this section. In the field of information theory, information entropy is
used to measure the uncertainty in source of data. Information entropy of random variable
𝑋 is denoted by 𝐻(𝑋) as Formula 1. In addition to a single variable, a set of variables
can be measured with joint entropy. Joint entropy of two variables 𝑋 and 𝑌 is denoted
by 𝐻 (𝑋, 𝑌) as Formula 2. When one variable decreases uncertainty for another variable,
these variables share some information. We are able to measure uncertainty of one given
variable knowing another one with conditional entropy. Given a known variable 𝑌, the
conditional entropy of variable 𝑋 is denoted by 𝐻 (𝑋|𝑌) as Formula 3. According to
the chain rule(Cover & Thomas, 2012), 𝐻 (𝑋, 𝑌) is equivalent to 𝐻 (𝑋) + 𝐻 (𝑋|𝑌) .
Mutual information is used to measure the shared information between variables. Mutual
information between the variable 𝑋 and variable 𝑌 is denoted by 𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌) as
Formula 4. Figure 3 shows additive and subtractive relationships between information
entropy, joint entropy, conditional entropy and mutual information for two correlated
random variables 𝑋 and 𝑌.
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𝐻 (𝑋) = − ‰ 𝑝(𝑥 ) 𝑙𝑜𝑔‹ 𝑝(𝑥 )
Œ∈Ž

Formula 1: Information entropy.

𝐻 (𝑋, 𝑌) = − ‰ ‰ 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑙𝑜𝑔‹ 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)
Œ∈Ž •∈‘

Formula 2: Joint entropy.

𝐻 (𝑋|𝑌) = − ‰ ‰ 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑙𝑜𝑔‹
Œ∈Ž •∈‘

𝑝( 𝑥 )
𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)

Formula 3: Conditional entropy.

𝐼 (𝑋; 𝑌) = − ‰ ‰ 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑙𝑜𝑔‹
Œ∈Ž •∈‘

𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)
𝑝(𝑥 )𝑝(𝑦)

Formula 4: Mutual information.

Figure 3: Relationship between entropy and mutual information.
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Random variables 𝑋, 𝑌 and 𝑍 are said to form a Markov chain in the order 𝑋 →
𝑌 → 𝑍 when the conditional distribution of 𝑍 depends only on 𝑌 and is conditionally
independent of 𝑋. According to the theorem of Data-processing inequality (DPI) (Cover
& Thomas, 2012), “if 𝑋 → 𝑌 → 𝑍 form a Markov chain, then 𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌) ≥ 𝐼 (𝑋; 𝑍). ”
Therefore, a serial of transformation of a random variable 𝑋 is denoted by 𝑋 → 𝑋”z →
𝑋” { → ⋯ → 𝑋” – . With DPI, we know that 𝐼—𝑋; 𝑋” i ˜ ≥ 𝐼—𝑋; 𝑋” ™ ˜ 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑗 ≥ 𝑖 ≥ 1 as
shown in Figure 4. Furthermore, when we transform the variable 𝑋 with relevant
variable 𝑌 into 𝑋” as shown in Figure 5, the mapping procedure would decrease
information between 𝑋 and 𝑋” , increase information between 𝑌 and 𝑋” as shown in
” , maximize 𝐼(𝑌; 𝑋)
” .
Figure 6. In other words, we are encouraged to minimize 𝐼(𝑋; 𝑋)
According to information bottleneck theory(Tishby & Zaslavsky, 2015), a serial of
transformation would reach the bottleneck of information minimizing of 𝑋 and 𝑋” as
well as information maximizing of 𝑌 and 𝑋”.
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Figure 4: Decreasing MI for variable 𝐗 when transform
the variable 𝑿”𝟏 into the variable 𝑿”𝟐 .

Figure 5: Searching statistical mapping 𝐪 from
variable 𝐗 to variable 𝐗” with relevant variable 𝐘.

Figure 6: Increasing MI for variable 𝒀 when transform
the variable 𝑿 into the variable 𝑿”;
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3. Building Deep Rule Forests
In this section, we present our new approach named deep rule forest (DRF). We first
introduced the forest forward delivering layer-wise structure of DRF, and then the concept
of growing stage and pruning stage in DRF, followed by interpretable ability of DRF and
remarks on hyper-parameters of DRF.
We proposed the approach to learn representations in layer-wise structure. Dataprocessing inequality (DPI) suggests that, with layer-wise structure representation
learning, noise will lose and signal will rise gradually in the data. The fact that DPI exists
in our layer-wise method will be presented in section 4.2.

3.1. Forward forest structure
As discussed before, FTDRF stacks multiple random forests. Because FTDRF
passes prediction probability of the random forest between layers, it loses the information
of rules learned by the decision tree. In other words, it lacks interpretability. Even so, it
still gives us the inspiration on stacking random forests layer by layer. In our DRF, we
tried to pass region numbers of trees in random forests between two connected layers. As
in section 2.1, regions can be described as series of rules learned by decision trees. We
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can deliver rules by passing region numbers between connected layers.
Figure 7 shows the training flow of DRF. In the beginning, the training data is
(ž)

𝐷(ž) = Ÿ𝑥i , 𝑦i

¡
, 𝑥 (ž)
i¢z

∈ 𝑑£ where

(ž)

𝑥i

are predictors in the variable level and 𝑦i are

target classes. A DRF consists of multiple layers classifiers 𝐿(z) , … , 𝐿(–) , where each layer
𝐿(i)

consists of one random forest. As far as we know, there are multiple trees in a

random forest. Each of the tree can classify observations into corresponding regions. If
we have 𝑚 trees in this layer, there will be a region table, which is a 𝑁 × 𝑚 matrix. After
that, this region table will be the new training data 𝐷(z) in the next layer. This learning
procedure of DRF will not stop until it reaches the user-specified number of layers.
Except the original training data(𝐷(ž) ), all of other training data(𝐷(i) , 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑙) in every
layer is discrete tables. Based on the property of the decision tree, every split point would
find the best set in one chosen variable. This set would be in the disjunctive clause. For
example, the rule of one split point might be 𝑇| 𝑖𝑛 (𝑅1, 𝑅3, 𝑅7) which is equivalent to
(𝑇| = 𝑅1) 𝑂𝑅 (𝑇| = 𝑅3) 𝑂𝑅 (𝑇| = 𝑅7). The rule of the region contains a series of split
points in the conjunctive clause; thus it becomes the two-level rule, which is conjunction
normal form (CNF; AND-of-ORs). When we deliver these CNF regions to the next layer,
the first split point in the new layer would choose the best region set from one of the trees
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in the last layer, and this region set is in the disjunctive clause. Moreover, this new region
set can be backtracked to the level of the last layer, so it would be another two-level rule,
which is disjunction normal form (DNF; OR-of-ANDs). Unlike a one-level rule that we
discussed in section 2.1, a two-level rule can represent any Boolean function of the input
features (Su et al., 2016). In layer-wise structure of DRF, more input features can be
represented by combining CNFs and DNFs. We would get distributed representations as
DNNs do. Region-based representation learning in the deep structure which DRF does
can be more flexible than the shallow structure as the single decision tree does.

Figure 7: The DRF training flow.
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Algorithm 3: Deep Rule Forest.

1 Select the number of layer in DRF to build, denoted by 𝒍, and parameters of each
layer to train the random forest, denoted by 𝒑

2 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒊 = 𝟏 𝒕𝒐 𝒍 𝒅𝒐

3 | 𝒊𝒇 𝒊 is equal to 1 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏
4 | | set the original data as the training data 𝒅(𝒊)

5 | 𝒆𝒍𝒔𝒆
6 | | set the previous region table 𝒓𝒕(𝒊©𝟏) as the training data 𝒅(𝒊)
7 | train the random forest 𝒓𝒇(𝒊) from 𝒅(𝒊) with parameter 𝒑(𝒊)
8 | extract rules from 𝒓𝒇(𝒊) and use these rules to map 𝒅(𝒊) into the region table
𝒓𝒕(𝒊)

9 𝒆𝒏𝒅

3.2. Growing stage and pruning stage
We split the training procedure of DRF into two stages—growing stage and pruning
stage. Each layer of DRF contains one random forest. As we discussed in section 2.1,
there are some parameters in random forest, e.g., the maximum numbers of terminal
nodes trees (which we denote maxnode here) and the number of trees in the forest. The
maxnode and number of trees parameters are different in the growing stage and pruning
respectively.
In the growing stage, we assumed that random forest should grow in a more diverse
way to get more complex representations in different aspects. We mix trees consisting of
different maxnodes in the growing stage. In the pruning stage, we assumed that random
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forest should grow in the simpler way as being pruned. We use decision stumps as one
random forest to focus on important representations and prune unnecessary
representations.

Figure 8: Present the relation between any two connected layers, and the difference
between the growing stage and pruning stage in DRF.
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Figure 8 shows how we connect different layers and that each layer contains one
random forest. Each split point in a random forest would choose the best region set. As
we discussed in section 2.1, random forest chooses the best one out of sampled √m
columns in training data. Take Tree 1 in Layer 2 for example. It chooses Region 1 of Tree
2 in the previous layer as first split point, and then chooses Region 1 and 2 of Tree 1 in
the previous layer as the second split point. After connecting layers in the growing stage,
we can start connecting other layers in the pruning stage as what we do in the growing
stage. The only difference is that every tree in the pruning layer only chooses the split
point once and pick the most important part of the tree out of sampled trees. This
mechanism allows the pruning stage to be easier to filter the important information of
representations.

3.3. Interpretability
As mentioned in section 2.4, when we learn representations of data, the
interpretability is very important when people make crucial decisions, e.g., the
prescription by the doctors. There were some interpretable methods discussed before, and
the IF-THEN rule is one of the methods. There are two points making DRF different from
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other representation learning methods. First, we can obtain rules from a tree. Second, we
pass rules between two connected layers.
As we discussed in section 2.1, each region in the decision tree has their own rule,
known as that every region encodes the rule which is a series of split points into one
region number. On the other hand, we can decode these regions into their own rules. The
random forest in DRF is composed of multiple decision trees; consequently, these
decision trees would generate a region table which is combined by region numbers. In
other words, one random forest in DRF learns from the region table which is encoded
with rules of the random forest from the previous layer. No matter how deep the DRF is,
we still can backtrack these region representations from high level to human-readable
level by decoding regions into rules layer by layer. To sum up, DRFs learn rules and
encode into regions. Another difference is that we pass these regions from one layer to its
next layer. In other words, we pass these rules between two connected layers.
Depending on the algorithm of the decision tree, every split point has different
methods to find the best cut point of sub-data. Depending on the algorithm of the random
forest, every tree in the random forest learns partial aspect of data, which learns from the
region table generated by the random forest in the previous layer. Therefore, we can
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backtrack these rules of the region to original variable level. No matter how deep DRF is,
we still can backtrack these higher level regions into human-readable variable formations.
Hence, DRF provides an explainable way of representation learning.
Each layer of DRF contains a random forest. Each tree in a random forest learns
partial information of training data and becomes several inductions of the region, which
can be represented as rules. Every data observation can be represented as region numbers
of each tree, which the next layer can learn from. After encoding the data into a series of
region representations, we are able to learn one model from these encoded representations.
In section 4.1, the experiment will be to learn the new decision tree from these encoded
region representations. Inducting these representations into the tree becomes the progress
of decoding these encoded representations.

3.4. Hyper-parameters
There are three hyper-parameters in our DRF. First is the number of trees in every
layer, which is composed of trees. It is necessary that the number of trees is sufficient to
learn appropriate representations and to avoid excessive computations. Considering the
scale of the data, we have to train different sizes of trees in DRF. The more trees DRF
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trains, the more model capacity it will have to allocate information of data. However, if
DRF trains too many trees, it wastes computations. The second hyper-parameter is the
diversity of the growing stage. We may consider different maxnodes to combine different
types of trees in the growing stage. The diversity of one layer depends on how many
different types of the tree combinations. To cope with the complexity of the data, we have
to train different diversity of trees in DRF. The third hyper-parameter is the number of
layers. As far as we know, DRF contains multiple layers. The feasibility of interpretation
is determined by the depth of DRF. Nevertheless, rules are more complicated when the
structure of DRF is deeper. Thus, it’s crucial for DRF to find the balance between
interpretability and prediction accuracy.
There is the information bottleneck of the layer-wise structure (Tishby & Zaslavsky,
2015). Due to passing information layer by layer, it is believed that the information would
be distillated with the increasing number of layers, and the noise would be gradually
reduced.
The effect of increasing information would reach the bottleneck. To avoid wasting
computation, we will refer to the information bottleneck theory to determine the number
of layers which we should stop training.
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4. Experiment
The first experiment is to provide that the information bottleneck principle works in
the layer-wise structure of DRF. The second is comparing prediction accuracy of trees
which learned from DRF’s representations with other machine learning algorithms. The
third one is about influences of hyper-parameters in DRF. The last, we compared rules
learned from representations of DRF with variable level one.
Table 1 shows the property of datasets. In section 4.1 to 4.3, we used churn(Kohavi,
John, Long, Manley, & Pfleger, 1994) dataset from the MLC++ and the lending
club(“Lending Club Statistics | LendingClub,” n.d.) dataset as our training set. In lending
club dataset, because of a class imbalance of target variable which is the loan status of
observation, we did down-sampling on negative observations. In section 4.4, the number
of features in the iris(Lichman, 2013) dataset are small enough; thus we choose it as
dataset to demonstrate rules. Generally, we split the dataset into 70 and 30 percent as
training set and testing set respectively in our experiments.
In section 4.1 and 4.2, DRF consisted of 20 layers. The first three layers were in the
growing stage, and the remaining layers were in the pruning stage. In the growing stage,
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each layer contained trees whose maxnodes are mixed from 2 to 11. In the pruning stage,
each layer contained trees whose maxnodes were 2. There were 100 trees in each layer.
The parameters in section 4.3 will be described in detail later. In section 4.4, because the
structure of iris dataset is much simpler compared with other section. We mainly shrank
DRF into 10 layers and decreased the diversity of the growing stage, which were mixed
2 and 3.

Dataset

Train size

Test size

Inputs

Number of Classes

Churn

3,500

1,500

19

2

Lending club

7,937

3,403

12

2

Iris

105

45

4

3

Table 1: Dataset summary.

𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑇: 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒
𝐶4.5: 𝐶4.5 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 tree
𝐶5.0: 𝐶4.5 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠
𝑅𝐹: 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑅𝐺: 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)
𝐷𝑅𝐹_𝑙1_𝑙2_𝑚1_𝑚2_𝑛: 𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑇 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐷𝑅𝐹 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠 𝑛 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠, 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑙1 𝑡𝑜 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑙2, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑚1 𝑡𝑜 𝑚2
Table 2: Experiment notations in names of algorithms
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4.1. Prediction accuracy
In this section, we compared prediction accuracy between several common classifiers
and the single decision tree which learned with DRF region representations in different
layers. In this experiment, we used R package rpart(Therneau, Atkinson, & Ripley, 2015)
as CART, C50(Kuhn, Weston, Coulter, & Quinlan, 2014) as C4.5 and C5.0 boosting,
randomForest(Liaw & Wiener, 2002) and ranger(Wright & Ziegler, 2015) as random
forest, and then XGBoost(Chen, He, & Benesty, 2015).

Figure 9: Accuracy comparison between DRF and
other algorithms in the churn dataset.
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Figure 10: Accuracy comparison between DRF and
other algorithms in the lending club dataset.

4.2. Information bottleneck principle
DRF maps original features into region representations layer by layer. These
mapping between original features and region representations of each layer can form a
Markov chain like 𝑋 → 𝑋” (z) → 𝑋” ({) → ⋯ → 𝑋” (–) , where 𝑙 is the length of layers in a
DRF model. During the mapping procedure, information would be lost gradually between
connected layers in DRF. Based on the DPI and the information bottleneck theory, we can
verify whether the lost information is signal or noise. To prove that the information
bottleneck exists in DRF, we did two experiments here. The first is about whether the
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Mutual Information (MI) gradually decreases between the original data and layer-wise
representations. In the beginning, we discretize the original data to easily calculate the
MI. As we described at the beginning of section 4, there were 100 trees in each layer of
DRF. Take the churn dataset as the example. There are 19 predictors/features. When we
calculated MI between the original data and the first layer’s region representations in DRF,
we would have 1,900 MIs. Therefore, we calculated the average of these MI and took it
as the final MI between the original data and the first layer. If the layer-wise structure
would decrease the noise, we assumed there might be some information losses in each
layer; however, these information losses seemed to be actual information but, in fact, were
the noise. The second experiment is that the mutual information gradually increases
between the target variable and layer-wise representations. According the first experiment,
although there might be some information losses among layers, we believe these
information losses were good for representing the relation between the target variable and
layer-wise representations.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show MI of DRF in the churn dataset and the lending club
dataset. On the left of Figure 11 and Figure 12 are MI between the discretized original
training set and each region table in different layers. On the right of Figure 11and Figure
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12 are MI between the target variable and each region table in different layers. These
curves of MI could be an indicator to stop calculating DRF deeper.

Figure 11: MI of DRF in the churn dataset.

Figure 12: MI of DRF in the lending club dataset.
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4.3. Influence of hyper-parameters
As we discussed in section 3.4, there are some hyper-parameters in DRF. In this
section, we compared DRF with different parameters. We are interested in three
parameters: the number of trees in one layer, the diversity and the length of the growing
stage. We made DRF in section 4.1 the control group, which would be compared with
more DRF in this section. In the first experiment, the number of trees in the treatment
group was changed to these numbers: 50, 200, 500 and 1000. In the second experiment,
the diversity of maxnodes in the treatment group was changed to these pairs: 2 to 3 and 2
to 11. In the last experiment, the length of the growing stage in the treatment group was
changed to these pairs: 1 to 2 and 1 to 4.
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Figure 13: Accuracy comparison between different numbers of trees in the churn
dataset.

Figure 14: Accuracy comparison between different maxnodes in the growing stage
in the churn dataset.
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Figure 15: Accuracy comparison between different length of the growing stage in
the churn dataset.

Figure 16: Accuracy comparison between different numbers of trees in the lending
club dataset.
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Figure 17: Accuracy comparison between different maxnodes in the growing stage
in the lending club dataset.

Figure 18: Accuracy comparison between different length of the growing stage in
the lending club dataset.
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4.4. Backtracking rules
According to section 3.3, DRF can backtrack rules of the region table in the high
layer to human-readable variables. This feature makes DRF interpretable and accountable
for decision-making. In this section, we present the rules which DRF learned. To begin
with, we used the iris dataset. To make it simpler, we trained decision trees with region
representations of DRF to show the rules. We compared accuracies and rules between
these decision trees and other algorithms. In the Appendix A, we show the rules of
decision trees which learned with representations of DRF in the churn dataset and the
lending club dataset.
We compared accuracies between CARTs which learned from DRF region
representations and other algorithms in Figure 19. We got multiple decision trees which
learned DRF representations in different layers. Accuracies after the second layer would
converge in 97.8%. Accuracies of random forest are both 95.6%, and those of other
algorithms are 93.3%. Because boosting algorithms such as C5.0 and XGBoost have
weighted trees, we would not show their rules here. In Table 5 and Table 7, we found
these region level rules are as simple as normal rules that we learn from variable level
dataset in Table 3 and Table 4. When we tried to backtrack these region level rules into
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variable level rules, shown in Table 6 and Table 8, we found these rules trained from DRF
region representations were more complex than normal rules. Because we combined rules
in CNF and DNF by delivering region information layer by layer in DRF, their rules
would be relatively complex but concise than normal rules learned from the original
dataset. Since we combined regions through connected layers, these region
representations would compress more information in the higher layer. In Appendix A, we
show the different numbers of leaf nodes in decision trees which learned from DRF region
representations among different layers.

Figure 19: Accuracy comparison between DRF and
other algorithms in the iris dataset.
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Rule 1:
If Petal.Length < 2.45
Then class = setosa
Rule 2:
If Petal.Length >= 2.45 & Petal.Width< 1.65
Then class = versicolor
Rule 3:
If Petal.Length >= 2.45 & Petal.Width>=1.65
Then class = virginica

Table 3: Rules learned by rpart (CART) in the iris dataset.

Rule 1:
If Petal.Length <= 1.9
Then class = setosa
Rule 2:
If Petal.Length > 1.9 & Petal.Width <= 1.6
Then class = versicolor
Rule 3:
If Petal.Width > 1.6
Then class = virginica

Table 4: Rules learned by c4.5 (C4.5) in the iris dataset.
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Rule 1:
If L1.T1 = r1
Then class = setosa
Rule 2:
If L1.T1 = r2 & L1.T50 = r1
Then class = versicolor
Rule 3:
If L1.T1 = r2 & L1.T50 = r2
Then class = virginica

Table 5: Region level rules learned by rpart (CART) which trained with DRF
region representations in the 1st layer in the iris dataset.

Rule 1:
If Petal.Length <= 2.6
Then class = setosa
Rule 2:
If Petal.Length > 2.6 & Petal.Width <= 1.65
Then class = versicolor
Rule 3:
If Petal.Length > 2.6 & Petal.Width > 1.65
Then class = virginica

Table 6: Variable level rules learned by rpart (CART) which trained with DRF
region representations in the 1st layer in the iris dataset.
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Rule 1:
If L2.T1 = r1
Then class = setosa
Rule 2:
If L2.T1 = r2 & L2.T59 = r1
Then class = versicolor
Rule 3:
If L2.T1 = r2 & L2.T59 = r2,r3
Then class = virginica

Table 7: Region level rules learned by rpart (CART) which trained with DRF
region representations in the 2nd layer in the iris dataset.

Rule 1:
If Petal.Width <=0.8
Then class = setosa
Rule 2:
If ( Petal.Width >0.8 ) &
((( Petal.Length <=5.05 & Petal.Width >0.8)) &
(( Petal.Length >2.6 & Petal.Width <=1.65)))
Then class = versicolor
Rule 3:
If ( Petal.Width >0.8 ) &
((( Petal.Width <= 0.8)|( Petal.Length > 5.05 & Petal.Width > 0.8)) &

(( Petal.Length > 2.6 & Petal.Width <= 1.65))) |
((( Petal.Length <= 2.6 & Petal.Width <= 1.65)|( Petal.Width > 1.6
5)))
Then class = virginica

Table 8: Variable level rules learned by rpart (CART) which trained with DRF
region representations in the 2nd layer in the iris dataset.
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5. Conclusion
Since the single tree-based methods cannot provide the stable prediction, researchers
combine these single decision trees into a forest by an ensemble learning to increase the
stability. However, these ensemble tree-based methods lose the interpretability. Today,
DNNs with layer-wise structure overcome a large number of real-world problems, but
these models are still not interpretable. To make layer-wise representation explainable,
our DRF method borrows three concepts from DNNs and tree-based algorithms. The first
concept is the region of the single decision tree, where we can retrieve rules. The second
one is the diversity of ensemble methods, making DRF more stable in every layer. The
last one is the layer-wise structure of DNNs, combining representations and transmitting
them layer by layer. As a result, DRF obtains region representations of the data. These
representations are based on layer-wise structure, leading to the abstractive relationships
from one layer to another. Nonetheless, there are many complex real-world problems
involving multifaceted of observed features. Proposed DRF can combine these observed
features into high level abstract representations. With these representations, we are able
to deal problems much more appropriately. Therefore, the prediction accuracy of the
single decision tree with these representations can be higher than other models trained
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with manifestations of the data, even if other ensemble algorithms are robust. Above all,
we are able to access the rules to explain these representations. Thus, this feature supports
the explainable AI. With DRF representations, when we train a decision tree, we can get
abstract rules, and backtrack these rules to variable level and help us with decisionmaking. DRF represents the data using random forest layer by layer, which combines
different aspects of the data. DRF tries to solve the problem with the layer-wise
explainable AI that any ensemble methods and DNNs cannot handle so properly.
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7. Appendix A
In this appendix, we show the rules of decision trees which learned from DRF region
representations. According to experiments in section 4.2 and 4.3, we trained multiple
CARTs which learned from DRF region representations. We will show you the difference
of these rules between other decision tree algorithms. Because every layer combines
distributed regions in DRF, numbers of leaf nodes would decrease along with increasing
numbers of the layers. These numbers would even converge into the number of target
variable classes. Although Table 11 and Table 15 show region level rules, these rules
would be more complex than the normal decision tree when we backtrack these region
rules into variable level rules in Table 12 and Table 16.
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Figure 20: Comparison of the number of leaf nodes between rpart (CART) learned
with DRF and other single decision tree algorithms in the churn dataset.

Rule 1:
If total_day_minutes >= 264.8 &
number_vmail_messages < 6.5 &
total_eve_minutes >= 150.4
Then class = yes
Rule 2:
If total_day_minutes < 264.8 &
number_customer_service_calls >= 3.5 &
total_day_minutes >= 160.2 &
state = AK,AR,CT,DC,DE,GA,IA,ID,IL,KS,KY,LA,MA,MD,MI,MN,MO,MS,MT,
NC,NJ,NV,NY,OR,TN,TX,UT,WA,WY &
total_day_minutes < 193.8 &
total_eve_minutes >= 214.5
Then class = no
(Skip other 13 rules)

Table 9: Rules learned by rpart (CART) in the churn dataset.
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Rule 1:
If voice_mail_plan = no &
total_day_minutes > 221.8 &
total_eve_charge > 22.65 &
number_customer_service_calls <= 3
Then class = yes
Rule 2:
If international_plan = yes &
total_day_minutes <= 246.5 &
total_eve_charge <= 23.47 &
total_intl_minutes <= 13 &
total_intl_calls > 2 &
number_customer_service_calls <= 3
Then class = no
(Skip other 16 rules)

Table 10: Rules learned by c4.5 (C4.5) in the churn dataset.

Rule 1:
If L1.T89=r2,r4,r5 &
L1.T47=r1,r3 &
L1.T88=r1,r2,r4,r6 &
L1.T48=r1,r2,r4 &
L1.T86=r1,r3,r6
Then class = yes
(Skip other 22 rules)

Table 11: Region level rules learned by rpart (CART) which trained with DRF
region representations in the 1st layer in the churn dataset.
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Rule 1:
If ((total_day_charge <= 45.01 & total_day_charge <= 40.12 & number_
customer_service_calls > 3.5) | (total_day_charge <= 45.01 & total_d
ay_charge > 40.12 & total_eve_charge > 20.685) | (number_vmail_messa
ges <= 7 & total_day_charge > 45.01)) &
((number_vmail_messages <= 4 & number_customer_service_calls <=
3.5) | (total_day_charge <= 27.25 & number_customer_service_calls >
3.5)) &
((total_day_minutes <= 263.55 & total_day_charge <= 39.44 & total_
intl_minutes <= 13.45) | (total_day_minutes <= 263.55 & total_day_ch
arge > 39.44 & total_intl_minutes <= 13.45) | (state = AK,AL,AR,AZ,C
A,CO,CT,DC,DE,FL,GA,HI,IA,ID,IL,IN,KS,KY,LA,MA,MD,ME,MI,MN,MO,MS,M
T,NC,ND,NE,NH,NM,NV,NY,OH,OK,OR,PA,RI,SC,SD,TN,TX,UT,VA,VT,WA,WI,W
V,WY & total_day_minutes <= 263.55 & total_intl_minutes > 13.45) |
(total_day_minutes > 263.55 & total_eve_minutes > 156.5)) &
((number_vmail_messages <= 3 & total_eve_minutes <= 251) | (number_
vmail_messages > 3 & total_eve_minutes <= 251) | (total_day_minutes >
220.35 & total_eve_minutes > 251)) &
((state = NJ & total_day_charge <= 44.96 & number_customer_service_
calls <= 4.5) | (state = AK,AL,AR,AZ,CA,CO,CT,DC,DE,FL,GA,HI,IA,ID,I
L,IN,KS,KY,LA,MA,MD,ME,MI,MN,MO,MS,MT,NC,ND,NE,NH,NM,NV,NY,OH,OK,OR,
PA,RI,SC,SD,TN,TX,UT,VA,VT,WA,WI,WV,WY & total_day_charge <= 44.96 &
total_night_charge <= 10.385) | (total_day_charge > 44.96 & total_nigh
t_minutes > 199))
Then class = yes
(Skip other 22 rules)

Table 12: Variable level rules learned by rpart (CART) which trained with DRF
region representations in the 1st layer in the churn dataset.
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Figure 21: Comparison of the number of leaf nodes between rpart (CART) learned
with DRF and other single decision tree algorithms in the lending club dataset.

Rule 1:
If Loan_Grade = A,B
Then class = Fully Paid
Rule 2:
If Loan_Grade = C,D,E,F,G
Then class = Charged Off

Table 13: Rules learned by rpart (CART) in the lending club dataset.
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Rule 1:
If Loan_Grade = D &
Annual_Income <= 66660 &
Loan_Purpose = car, educational, house, major_purchase, wedding
Then class = Charged Off
Rule 2:
If Interest_Rate <= 0.1607 &
Employment_Length = 2 years &
Home_Ownership = RENT &
verification_status = Not Verified
Then class = Fully Paid
(Skip other 69 rules)

Table 14: Rules learned by c4.5 (C4.5) in the lending club dataset.

Rule 1:
If L1.T78=r2,r4,r5 &
L1.T100=r2,r5 &
L1.T52=r1,r3 &
L1.T80=r3,r5 &
L1.T70=r3,r5 &
L1.T51=r1,r2,r3 &
L1.T61=r3,r5 &
L1.T41=r1,r4 &
L1.T57=r2,r4 &
L1.T94=r4,r6
Then class = Charged Off
(Skip other 435 rules)

Table 15: Region level rules learned by rpart (CART) which trained with DRF
region representations in the 1st layer in the lending club dataset.
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Rule 1:
If

((term = 36 months & Interest_Rate > 0.11845 & Annual_Income <= 69

668) | (term = 60 months & Interest_Rate <= 0.13985) | (term = 60 month
s & Interest_Rate > 0.13985)) &
((term 60 months & Interest_Rate <= 0.13695 & Annual_Income <= 529
26) | (Interest_Rate > 0.13695 & Annual_Income <= 135498)) &
((term = 36 months & Employment_Length = n/a) | (term = 60 months
& Loan_Purpose = debt_consolidation,credit_card,educational,house,m
oving,other,small_business)) &
((Loan_Grade = C,D,E,F,G & Annual_Income <= 66920) | (Loan_Amount >
14450 & Annual_Income > 66920)) &
((term = 36 months & Interest_Rate > 0.0889) | (term = 60 months & I
nterest_Rate > 0.1735)) &
((Loan_Amount <= 20025 & Loan_Purpose = debt_consolidation,educatio
nal,house,moving,other,renewable_energy,small_business)) | (Loan_Amou
nt > 20025 & Loan_Purpose = debt_consolidation,educational,house,movi
ng,other,renewable_energy,small_business)) | (Employment_Length = 4 y
ears,6 years,7 years,n/a & Loan_Purpose = car,credit_card,home_improv
ement,major_purchase,medical,vacation,wedding)) &
((Interest_Rate > 0.12065 & Annual_Income <= 67470) | (Loan_Amount
> 20200 & Annual_Income > 67470)) &
((Loan_Grade = A,B,C & Employment_Length = n/a) | (Interest_Rate >
0.16075 & Loan_Grade = D,E,F,G)) &
((Loan_Amount <= 15137.5 & Interest_Rate > 0.1386) | (Loan_Amount >
15137.5 & term = 60 months)) &
((Loan_Amount > 1412.5 & term = 36 months & Loan_Grade = C,D,E,F,G)
| (term = 60 months & Annual_Income > 81748))
Then class = yes
(Skip other 435 rules)

Table 16: Variable level rules learned by rpart (CART) which trained with DRF
region representations in the 1st layer in the lending club dataset.
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